
!l eal estate developers tvpically are an optimis-
l{ tic lot. Get a grorp of ievelopers together. and
I I you will hear little bad news. Even in today's
turbulent economic climate, developers are upbeat.
In Colorado, developers already are talking about a
market turnaround. Real estate developers are like
skilled rock climbers who can spot a viable route to
the top of even the most obscure and diffrcult crag.
They see opportunities long before the future has
come into focus for most of the rest of us. The devel-
oper's imperative is, "I build; therefore, I aml'

Many of us believe that optimism is one of the
necessary ingredients for success in the development
business. It is important to be positive about the
market when talking to anyone about a proposed
development project. Can you imagine a developer
telling his lender nothing but bad news about a pro-
posed project and its prospects for success? Devel-
opers must be eflective salesmen, and the best sales
strategy is to emphasize the good points and hide
the bad points, right?

Wrong. As important as optimism is to devel-
opers, it can be one of the most likely causes of their
failure. Combine optimism with someone else's
money, and you have the ingredients for a potential
business disaster. The recent failure of many of the
savings and loan institution-financed real estate
projects is a good example. Optimistic developers,
skilled at selling development projects, teamed up
with the S&L money machine in a classic case of
"skilled incompetencei' Despite the best of inten-
tions of many of the players, the projects had disas-
trous, unplanned outcomes.

Developer's Disease
In my years of experience as a consultant, I fre-
quently have encountered a phrase that character-
izes the "skilled incompetence' of some developers.
The phrase is "developer's diseasej'and it reflects a
developer's inability to look objectively at market
and financial facts and act on those facts accord-
ingly. A developer with developer's disease tlpically
brushes aside any information that suggests his pro-
posed project may not work and then uninten-
tionally covers up the fact that the information even
exists.

What is really behind this malady called "devel-
oper's disease?" Several researchers, including Chris
Argyris, a Harvard University professor, have dem-
onstrated that human beings are not very good
learners, especially when they are dealing with
threatening situations.r Research has shown that,
when faced with difficult issues, people protect
themselves from threat by applying action strategies
that involve:
r Iooking for evidence to support their views
r ignoring evidence that indicates they may be
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Each of the regressions described in this article was
examined for potential non-linearities and other sta-
tistical problems that would tend to render the re-
gression results statistically unreliable. All of the
regression results proved to be statistically reliable.

The regression results for the first four principal
variables in Table 2-gross income, gross rent, effec-
tive gross income and net operating income-related
to value indicators that typically would be used in
the income capitalization approach to valuation.

The first line of the table presents the results of
selling price regressed against gross income. None of
the other independent variables appeared, in any
combination, at a significant level. Well over 99% of
the variation in the data was explained by this sim-
ple regression. Most importantly, since none of the

other variables appeared at a statistically signifi-
cant level, we concluded that the simple, directly
proportional model that related selling price and
gross income through a gross income multiplier was
an entirely representative and valid approach to val-
uation based on this data set.

The next three lines in the table illustrate the
results for three other regressions based on gross
rent, effective gross income and net operating in-
come. The results of these regressions were almost
identical to the results of the first. Thus, taken as a
whole, the income multiplier approach, in whatever
form, appeared to be a valid technique for value
estimation. In fact, for this data set, there was no
important difference among the four income multi-
plier techniques.
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TABLE I
Descriptive Statistics for Multi-Family Complex Database

r skewing inferences in self-protective directions
r failing to test their views publicly
r discouraging any open discussion

A developer uses these same strategies to Pro-
tect himself from the threat of losing his project.
Putting together a development project is no easy
task. Acquiring land, drawing up plans, securing
financing and obtaining the necessary land use en-
titlements and permits takes many months, some-
times even yeam, and requires strong advocacy of
the project's merits by the developer. Good news sells
development projects in today's approval system; bad
news does not. It is no wonder that developers must
be optimistic to survive.

This same optimism that leads to the success of
one project can lead to the failure of another The
strategies used by the developer to protect a project
from being killed before it gets off the ground are
"anti-learning" because they close the developer's
mind to facts and prevent him from learning. These
behaviors generally lead to what is called "self-
sealing logic" which is employed by people who
think things are true simply because they wish
them to be true.

A developer who has developer's disease is not
difficult to spot; he is always selling his project with
very persuasive arg'uments and elaborate dialog. In
order to protect his project from any bad news, he
does not test his reasoning about the project's true
merits either privately or publicly. Some developers
are so heavily affected by developer's disease that
their staff are afraid to bring them any bad news.
Optimism about the project is the norm, which is
scrupulously enforced around the office. Conse-
quently, there is no talk of the negatives. Staff often
thinks the developer knows something about the
merits of the project that they do not. Staff also is
unwilling and unable to test the developer's knowl-
edge. They avoid upsetting the developer by not ask-
ing difficult questions and discussing bad news.

Productive Reasoning
Fortunately, not every developer has developer's dis-
ease; in fact, many seem to be immune from it. I
have known and worked with a number ofdevelopers
who do not enter the marketplace with poorly tlmed
and ill-planned projects. Many of these people are in
business today despite the diffrcult time the indus-
try has faced over the past cycle. What do these
developers have that others do not?

Successful developers employ "productive rea-
soning" to provide sure-fire protection from the dis-
ease. Productive reasoning is not a new concept.
Most of us claim to use it in business and even in
our daily lives. The ingredients ofproductive reason-
ing are:
r collecting and using hard data

r reasoning open to public inspection
! connecting conclusions with data
r publicly testing inferences and conclusions

The process of productive reasoning involves a
chain of activities that starts with the collection of
hard data. Ttr make sense of the data, models are
built, and an analysis is performed. This analysis
may involve simple, back-of-the-envelope techniques
or powerful and sophisticated quantitative methods.
Inferences about the data and analysis are then
drawn, and conclusions are developed that lead to
action.

Productive reasoning is not a purely data-driven
process, there is more to it than just science. Suc-
cessful developers implement productive reasoning
through the following action strategies:
! searching for and acting on disconfirming

information
r continuously checking logic both publicly and

privately
r remaining open to constructive confrontation
r encouraging others to test their reasoning
r considering mistakes as part of learning

Productive reasoning is built on a foundation of
hard data, clear thinking and continuous testing of
inferences and conclusions. Developers who employ
productive reasoning govern their actions by acquir-
ing and acting on valid information. They do not
become mired in a position of advocacy but are al-
ways on the lookout for data that may prove them
wrong. Developers who employ productive reasoning
encourage their staff to confront their logic, to dig
for the facts, to constantly question the project's
merits and continuously search for the right strat-
egy to make it work. Developers who employ produc-
tive reasoning are not afraid to modify their
position and their project in the service of learning;
they create an atmosphere of inquiry around the
office.

Defensive Reasoning
The opposite of productive reasoning is defensive
reasoning, the primary cause of developer's disease.
Defensive reasoning uses soft data or no data at all,
and the reasoning process is kept hidden in a black
box, unavailable for public inspection and testing.
Developers who employ defensive reasoning discour-
age any serious questioning in order to protect
themselves from the possibility that they may be
wrong; they do not discuss bad news around the
office; they seal themselves from the reality of the
marketplace and conclude that, "If we build it, the
market will comel'

Conclusion
A chronic case of developer's disease is usually ter-
minal. Although productive reasoning is not a guar-
antee that a developer will fluorish in the turbulent
1990s, it will increase his chances for survival. The
lesson for anyone with even a mild case of devel-
oper's disease is to learn to adopt productive rea-
soning before it is too late.
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GBM
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EBM
EDU
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244.30
r063.70
439.60

92.60
32.70

r03.90
22.60

258.30
82.10
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0.00
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0.80*
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4.20**
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12.50**
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234.50**
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10.84
1,72**4
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1981.00***
1007.00*,i*

42,07*4*
35.30**
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2398.00
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406,00
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350.00
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34181.00++
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90.00*+
4048.00*+

197.70**
3850.30*+
1335,00**
27 59.50+*

8.68
8.8r
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2510.00:| +*
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73,00+*
21.10**
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0.53
0.06
0.60
n/a
n/e
nlL
n/s
0.58
0.05
nlL
0.61
0.55
0.69
0.55
0.66
0.55
0.50
0.59
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.23
0.21
0.14
0.27
0.24
0.13
0.19
0.26

*Years

"Staled in thousonds of dollafi
*'*Stoled in dollors

A summary of some descriptive statistics is re-
ported in Table 1. These statistics include the mean,
minimum, maximum and coeffrcient of variation for
each measurement. For example, the smallest com-
plex contained 64 units, while the largest contained
490 units. The mean for the variable "number of
units" was 244.30. Annual gross rental income var-
ied from S493,300 to $3,958,000 with a mean of
$1,819,500, and so forth.

Valuation Model Tbsts
The database was analyzed using ordinary least
squares regression techniques as embodied in the
BMDP statistical software developed at the Univer-
sity of California, los Angeles. A series of multiple
linear regressions were run initially, with selling
price (SP) as the dependent variable against the
number of units (DU), age at sale (AGE) and a time
(market conditions) variable (T), along with onz of
the commonly used value indicators listed in Table 1.

These value indicators included gross rent (GR),
gross income (GI), effective gross income (EGI), net

operating income (NOI), area (SF), rooms (RMS),
bedrooms (BDRMS) and number of units (DU).

The first of the analyses regressed selling price
(SP) on gross income (GI), units (DU), age (AGE)
and time (T).5 This regression was highly sigrihcant
and had a coelficient of determination of 99.77r, in-
dicating the regression based on the four variables
explained 99.77r of all the variation in the data. The
units and age rariables each had student t values of
less than 1.00, while the time variable had a studcnt
I value of only 0.35. These values indicated that the
time, unit and age variables had little explanatory
power and could be dropped from the regression
model. Most importantly, the intercept was not sig-
nificant and was dropped by forcing a zero intercept
term.

The regression was rerun using only the gross
income variable (see Table 2). Similar analyses were
performed to regress selling price against each of
the remaining principal income-related explanatory
variables and size, age at sale and time; these re-
gressions produced similar results (see Table 2).
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